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Murphy's
Law - If anything
can go wrong, it will.

May 7, 1969

Tech has three
fall-out shelte,r areas

Grant awarded
Dr. William G. Parseau, assistant professor in the mining
department,
has been awarded
a $12,839 scientific research grant
by the National Science Foundation.
His subject will be "Experimental Determination
of Stress
and Velocity Fields During Ore
Pass Drawdown."
His responsibilities will include defining research objectives, conducting research and interpreting results.
Pariseau says that ore passes
are "mine openings that function
as gravity
operated
materials
handling systems," which means
that gravity moves the rock and
ore.
Research
wi I 1 concern
studying pressures on the walls
of the openings and flow patterns of materials as they are
moved by gravity.
Design of ore passes exemplifies "a large and important class
of engineering
problems" about
which little is known.
Pariseau received his doctorate
in mineral engineering
at the
University of Minnesota in 1966.
He was engaged in rock mechanics research
there for several
years and was instrumental
in
founding a fragmented materials
laboratory in the Department of
Mineral and Metallurgical
Engineering at the University.

and Technology

by .John Emerson
Civil Defense authorities in the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineering have designated three areas
of the Tech campus as emergency fall-out shelter facilities.
These areas are only to be used
in emergency,
and only if the
student cannot be at home with
his family within twenty minutes from the time the alarm is
sounded.
The three areas are located in
the Gymnasium
Building
(265
total capacity), Main Hall (800
total capacty ), and the LibraryMuseum Building Shelter Area
(100 total capacity). The Physical Education Department
head
• will be in charge of area 1. The
Bureau of Mines Associate Director, and in his absence, the
campus
foreman,
shall be in
charge of area 2. The President,
and in his absence, the Vice President, shall be in 'charge of area
3.
In case of emergency, all faculty, staff, and students actually
in residence halls, and in the
gymnasium shall proceed to area
1. All faculty, staff, and students
actually in the Sub, Petroleum,
Engineering,
Shop, and Main
Hall Buildings, shall proceed to
area 2. All faculty, staff, and
students not in any of these categories shall proceed to area 3.
Remember, if you can get home
with your family within 20 minutes, do so.

Big Sky intercollegiate
speech tournament
by Linda

Morris

Ten
Montana
Tech
speech
students, accompanied
by Mrs.
Lucille Alt and Mrs. Kathleen
Reynolds, attended the 1969 "Big
Sky"
Intercollegiate
S pee c h
Tournament,
April 25, 26, and 27
in Missoula.
This tournament
held on the U of M campus, is
thought by many to be the climax of the season and is usually
the biggest speaking event of the
year.
Although
no Tech speakers
reached the final contests, they
ranked, for the 1110st part, equally with other Montana contestants.
Tech was represented
by two
debate teams in junior division.
Barbara
Musgrove
and T i 111.
Flynn, who won one of five debates, and Bruce Waldron and
Ralph Sorenson.
In Oral Interpretation,
with ran kings of

4, 2, and 4 were Suzie Foote, and
Linda Morris with a 4, 1, and 3
ranking.
Persuasive
speakers
were Dariel McDonald, ranking
4, 2, 4; Barbara Musgrove, with
a 1, 2, 4; Margie McNellis, 4, 3,
4; and Suzie Foote, ranking 2,
1. 2 and three rounds.
In Expository Speaking, Janet
Martin placed 2, 4, 4; Margie
Kavran, 3, 3, 4; and Linda Morris, 3, 4, 2; Tim Flynn, 4, 3, 3;
and Ralph Sorenson, 4, 4, 4. Irnpromtu speakers Margie Kavran
and Bruce Waldron placed 3 3,
and 4th.
A bout thirty
colleges
from
Montana,
Idaho,
Washington,
Oregon, Utah, and Nevada competed in the tourney, including
about 250 contestants.
The highlight of the contest was a banquet for about 400 guests in the
University
Lodge,
on Friday
Night.

Various

scenes- from last years

spring

picnic and cleaning,

M is for Mayhem
by Mike Dewey
"M" Day, the single biggest
event to be carried out at Montana Tech is in full swing today.
The anxieties and frustratons
of
the school year, which have b'een
mounting for months have been
in the process of being releaved
during the last week
Today
marks the culmination
of the
yearly event, The first signs to
be noticed every year prior to
the holocaust is the appearance
of the first dandelion and the
melting of the snow on the roads
and in more recent years the
wall-papering of the entire campus.
H you managed to oversleep
today or didn't hear the boom

from having been in a drunken
stupor from all of the beer, it is
reported that a large quantity of
explosives was detonated around
7 :00 this morning. Work crews
reminiscent
of the chain gangs
in the deep South were noticed
to have appeared at 8 :00_ These
efficient souls are to attempt to
find all of the beer cans and litter on campus, There has been
an unconfirmed
report that a
golden beer can in the shape of
an Easter Egg is to be found by
the deligent students somewhere
around the campus. After the
crews finish policing the grounds
and the "M" has been whitewashed in the manner set down
by the forefathers
and passed

Presidents letter

Kasperick given
summer grant

Dear Students:
The _extensively
documenteci
expression of thanks to me and
to the faculty for our efforts to
obtain other degrees for Montana College of Mineral Science
and Technology which was handed to me yesterday by Mr. Duran is appreciated
deeply. This
expression of student support indicates the enviable spirit of cooperation and unity which exists
on this campus in the interest
of growth and development
of
our college.
The 259 students
who have
signed this document have expressed a very gratifying
and
heart-warming
sentiment
which
confirms my faith in nthe students at Montana Tech.
Through
continued· co-operation and mutual support, our efforts in the common
interest
surely will attain for us the goals
we are trying to reach.
Sincerely yours,
Edwin G. Koch
President

I

A Montana Tech professor has
been chosen to participate
in
the Computer Institute for Professors of Business Administration to be held on the University
of Montana campus July 28 to
August 22_ He is Joseph E. Kasperick, instructor, humanities and
social science.
Kasperick's
grant includes a
$300 stipend
during
the four
'Week scbool,
The first two weeks of the
program will involve introduction
to the electronic computer and
business data processing. Participants also will learn to program
the computer using BASIC language.
The final .two weeks will be
devoted to procedures and problems in using the computer as
an instructional
tool. Most of
the instructors
for this period
will be from Dartmouth College.
Cains' Axiom ~ When all else
fails, read the instructions.

down from student to student,
,the Copper Guards plan to pass
out a free brunch,
shocked

to revive the

and exhausted

students,

Meanwhile
the pep band will
play a gastric note, to aid in
the digestion, provided the tuba
player isn't lost if it snows. Between the hours of one and
three the anarchist will take over
the Copper Guards and hold a
trial reminiscent of the last days
of the First French
Republic
and the Sal err witch trials, The
final destructive
act will take
place from 3 :00 to 5 :00, between
the greek forces of Theta Tau
and Sigma Rho, who will vie for
control of the students, Fortunately this group manages to annihitate themselves and the leaderless students will hold an orgy
sponsored by the repreaved Copper Guards from 9 :00 to 12 :00 to
the beat of the "Rock Foundations", At this point it must be
noted that the administration
announces that a new government
has been elected by the discontented students
who vote for
their favorite candidate of th e
A.s_M_T_, betweenn 8:00 to 12:00
and 3 :00 to 5 :00_
Editor's

Note

I t has been found that the
spring festivities is celebrated in
varying ways over all the world.
At Moscow
University
30,000
students
participate
in a well
organized May day parade and
proclaim the virtues of the working man, Along the Eastern
Seaboard of the U_S_ of A_ it
has been recorded that the event
has been ,recognized with a traditional campus frolics and skits
put on by the Greeks to entertain the local town people, In
more primitive areas the stoning
of the fertility God has been the
ceremonial manifestation
of this
ancient ritual,
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Hawaii program

Theta Tau
·
.
S'crence an
I d-i·IS f rom
E.ngmeermg
Butte.
While attaining
a 3.00
G.P.A., he ha~ served as Justice
of the Student Court and as secretary-treasurer
of the sophomore class. Don is also active
in Theta Tau, A.S.M.T., S.A.E.,
and Newman
Club
He has
played in intramural sports and
is a member of the M-Club

Roger Miller - President
Roger is currently the Junior
class president
and comes to
Tech from Lima, Peru, where
his father is employed .. He is
majoring in Mining Engineering and while not maintaining
his 3.29 G.P.A., has played football and participated
in intramural sports. He is a member
of Theta Tau where he has been
elected regent.
He is also a
member
of A.I.M.E.
and MClub. Roger is a recipient of the
Kenneth Christie Award.

Tom Schneider - Delegate
Tom. is a junior, also majoring
in Petroleum
Engineering
and
comes to Tech from Philipsburg.
He is a member of Theta Tau,
A.I.M.E. and the Newman Club.
Tom is presently serving on the
Student Council as a delegate.
He has served as past president
of the Copper Guards and been
on the Dorm Council for two
years. Tom has received a Pan
American Petroleum Corp. Scholarship for three years, as well
as two fee. scholarships.
He is
also active in intramurals.

Bruce Williams - Secretary
Bruce is a freshman majoring
in Petroleum
Engineering
and
hails from Butte. He is active
in Newman Club, A.I.M.E., Theta Tau and participates inn intramural sports. Bruce has a 3.8
G.P.A. and won the Continental
Oil Scholarship
last year and
has received th~ Chevron Fee
Waiver Scholarship this year.

by Carol Turk
Application forms for the 1969
Summer Session Program at the
University
of Hawaii are now
available. These applications will
be accepted until May 1st unless
space is filled before then.
University of Hawaii Summer
Session is available to both students and teachers on a 43-day
program from June 14 to July
26, 1969. Credits earned by students are normally transferrable
to most M a i n 1and
colleges.
Teachers, in addition to gaining
progress toward salary increases,
may usually qualify for tax deductions on this program when
their activity is related to professional advancement.
Arrangements for late registrations may
'also be made, for those who find
a conflict in dates, by writing
directly to the Dean, Summer
School, University of Hawaii.
Special rates for students and
teachers for the 43-day program
to Honolulu
begin as low as
$499. Prices include round-trip
jet air travel from the West
Coast, accommodations in deluxe
Waikiki
Beach
hotels,
apartments or campus dormitories,
plus a full schedule of 22 social
and sightseeing activities. Exciting Island trips, tours, cruises,
dinner dances and beach parties
make up 'the extra-curricular program available to members.

Duggan Merrill
Mortuary
213 N. Montana

,.!~~

+.--.-..:._.--...-..-.--.._.-----

by Janet Martin
The Donald W. McGlashan
Fellowship
of $5,500 has been
rene.wed at Montana Tech by the'
American Metal Climax Foundation.
The fellowship was established
in recognition of the numerous
con.tributions by Professor McGlashan to the field of mineral
dressing engineering.
The fellowship was presented
last week by Dr. William R.
Opie, vice president and director
of research
and development,
U.S. Metlas Refinig Co., a subsidiary of American Metal Climax, Inc.
,
The money is used for two
freshmen
scholarships
of $250
each and .to support a graduate
student's
research
activities in
mineral dressing engineering.
William Banning of Dillon is
the recipient of the' fellowship
beginning this summer. Banning
was graduated
from Montana
Tech in 1966 with a B.S. degree
in mineral dressing.
He is a
former metallurgist
for American Smelting and Refining Co.
in Glen, Mont.
The freshmen scholarships will
be awarded later this spring.

.!:!~~!I~'~~!'..

:
Donald MacIntyre - V.P.
Don is a junior majoring

in

I

-

Free Delivery

740 W. Park

+.____

II

II

-

Tel. 723-6677
II

Itt-III

__

' __

'_'

He is a charter member of Circle
K, as is presently
serving as
president of the same. Jerry is
a member of the Anderson-Carlisle 'Society and has been active
in intramural sports.

Pat O'Hara - President
Pat is a junior majoring in
Mineral
Dressing
Engineering
and while a graduate of Beaverhead County High School is a
native of Butte. He is a member
of the Anderson-Carlisle
Society
and the Student
Council. Pat,
who is active in intramural sports
is secretary of the junior class.

Toni Driscoll - Secretary
Toni, the only coed campaining for a place on the Student
Council is majoring in Geological Engineering.
She is currently a sophomore and comes to us
from Girls Central.
She is a
member of A.W.S., W.R.A., the
Anderson-Carlisle
Society
and
the Climbing Club Toni is presently serving as the Circle K
Sweetheart.

Flynn's
Park Florists

Complete registration information, including courses available,
can be obtained by writing to
Dr. Robert E. Cralle, Executive
Director,
the Adler University
Study
Tour
to Hawaii,
355
Stockton Street, San Francisco,
California 94108.

Fellowship
awarded

Robert Westermark - Delegate
Bob 1S a sophomore majoring
in Petroleum, Engineering
and
comes to Tech from Great Falls.
He is a member of Theta Tau
and Circle K: Bob has played
football for two years and is a
member of the M-Club. While
serving as vice-president of the
sophomore class he has mairitained a 3.4 G.P.A. Bob received
a
Pan
American
Petroleum
Corp. Scholarship in addition to
a football scholarship fee ,:"aiver.

Independent

CORSAGES and
BOUTONNIERES
V.P.
Jerry Harrington
Jerry is a junior majoring in
Mineral
Dressing
Engineering
and a graduate of Butte Central.

205 W. Park St.-Butte

J.

D. and Eileen Flynn

a real
classic ... ,.
SALE PRICE
$4.99
Popular Colors
Sizes 29-34 Waist

\

\
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Black students push reforms to
liberate whites as well as blacks

Mike Crowley

_

Delegate

Mike is a freshman
majoring
n Business.
He is a Butte Central graduate.
Mike is the frshman class prsidnt and is active
in intramural
sports.

by George Rider
The Black Student Association,
Student Afro-American
Society,
and other groups are pushing for
educational
reforms
which will
liberate white students as well as
black students.
Black students have proposed
four reasons for changes in the
curriculum to various school administrators.
Among them are
these:
(1) the study of world history
and U.S. history
has ignored the history
of the
black people and presents
only the white people's cultur e ;
'(2) the study of literature
has
ignored the contributions
of
the black people or only
given them token representation;
(3) the study of sociology has
concerned
itself only with
"Ghetto"
black and then
only from a white perspec-

Circle K elects

Leo Heath

_

by Dave Kneebone
Jerry
Harrington,
outgoing
president
of the Montana
Tech
Circle K Club announced
the
results' of the club's election of
officers.
The new officers will
assume their posts May 13.
Elected
president
was Leigh
Freeman,
a Junior Geophysical
Engineering
major
from
Billings, Montana.
His vice-president will be Tim Flynn, a sophomore Electrical Engineering
student from Butte.
Elected
secretary
was
Eric
Johnson,
a junior
Geophysical
Engineering
major from Liberia,
Africa;
Fred
Hoffman,
senior
Geophysical
Engineering
major
from Whitehall,
Montana
was
elected
to his third
term as
treasurer.
Also elected were three board
members, Mike Chapman, ;,enior
Petroleum
Engineering
fro m
Whitehall:
Dave Sutton, junior
in Petroleum
Engineering
from
Sheridan; and John Suydam, senior in Geophysical
Engineering
from Butte.

Delegate

Leo is a sophomore
majoring
in Petroleum
Engineering
and
a Butte native graduating
from
Roy's Central.
He is a member
of Circle K, the Anderson-Carlisle Society and NeJ,man
Club.
He is also the recipient
of a
Conoco Scholarship.

WEST SIDE INN
Your Friendly Local Pub
Broadway and Alabama

SUMMER JOBS
WE HAVE A SPECIAL JOB JUST FO'R YOU

Nationa I Agency of Student
Employment
P. o. Box 52492
New Orleans, Louisiana 70150
Cash 0

Check

0

Money Order'

0

o

Please Send 1969 Summer Job Directories
Checked Below.
VACATION RESORT JOBS
$3.00
Work with students at America's finest Resorts.
FOREICN JOBS
.
------ $3.00
Gain valuable experiences abroad with pay.
CAREER TRAIN INC OPPORTUNITIES --------------------- $3.00
Start your career working with America's best companies.

o

SPECIAL OFFER - Our latest bulletin
which contains all three job fields plus
a special job assignment for you. Please
state interest and desired location

Sigma" Rho
Bob is a Junior majoring
in
Engineering
Science and a native of Butte.
He is currently
serving as vice-president
of the
Climbing
Club as well as the
Camera Club, and the Ski Club.
He is active in intramural
sports.

Ja,ck Humphrey

_. President

Jack is a junior majoring
in
Petroleum
Engineering.
He has
served on the Copper
Guard~
and is past Master Councelor of
the Demolays
having
attained
the degree of Chevelier.
He is
presently
serving as the archon
in Sigma Rho. Jack, who is active in intramural
sports
has
played basketball and is a member of the M-Club.

Leigh

Free'man

-

and

Food and Music Nightly
• Orders to Go •

$4.00

Broadway and Wyoming

Bob 'Chebul _

Secretary

_

Delegate

Joe Anders

_

Delegate

Joe is from Seeley Lake, Montana and while majoring in engineering
has yet to decide one
major. He is a major of Sigma
Rho.
Joe is an intramural
inthusiast and plays football, basketball and is presently
serving
as one of the Managers
on the
baseball team. Joe is moreover
a member of the M-Club.

A choral group from Bonneville High School in Idaho Falls
Idaho, performed
at a convoca~
tion here Monday morning, April
28.
The group sang selections fr0111
"Porgy
and Bess," a series of
madrigals,
folk songs,
and a
choral composition
by Randall
Thompson.
The relatively large crowd applauded enthusiastically.

++++++++++++++++++++++

THOMAS'
Smart Styles for Campus Wear
68 W. Park-Ph.

723-8408

+++++++'*,++++++'*,+

.,

Freeman

John is freshman
engineering
student, as yet undecided about
his major.
Nominated
for the
Copper Guards and a member
of Sigma Rho, he plays baseball
and enjoys
intramural
sports.
John has a 3.22 G.P.A.

Chorus performs
at convocation

Acoma Lounge
Supper Club

John

V_Po

Leigh is from Billings and is
a sophomore
majoring
in GeoPhysics
He is serving as vicearchon of Sigma Rho and has
served as president of Circ'le K.
Leigh has also served as a member of the Copper Guards and is
presently
a member of the Anderson-Carlisle
Society.
He is
active in intrarnurals
and currently playing basebali.

++++++++++++++++++++++

Gentlemen:

o
o

tive without any kind of attempt to really examine the'
complexity of the problem;
(4) currently,
because of recent
occurrences
in t~e
"black movement"
man y
black students felt that education is not as relevant to
them as it could be, and
many white students
who
intend to be teachers
feel
inadequately
prepared
to
teach in integrated
schoo Is
because of their ignorance
of the black people. '
When these reasons were put
into practice,
they
became
a
starting
point
for
an AfroAmerican
Studies
Department
offering a degree in the field and
consulting with the other departments when the black studies
area fits into an interdisciplinary
course. The results, as reported
by one black student group at a
Midwestern
college,
should be
that a "person with a degree in
Afro-American
studies would be
qualified as a social worker.
A
government
employee
in those
organizations
dealing
primarily
with Afro-Americans,
as a guidance, counselor and as a public
relations or personnel officer. A
person with a minor in AfroAmerican studies should be better prepared to accept any position where he has to deal with
Afro-Americans."
Such r~asoning
has led the
Black Student Association
members into riots and building takeovers, but these riots and takeovers have had less to do with
student
organizati01~ than with
administration
and faculty.
A
graduate student at Brandeis reported that recent black student
outbursts
there
revealed
more
about the resistance
of faculty
members to change than it did
about the rest of the school and
administration.
Faculty members
seem to be threatened
by educational reform more than administrators
because
the
former
group have been jealously guard ..
ing their tenure and the right to
pass judgment on their own competence in teaching. Should these
be brought into the open, many
mediocre
teachers
will be exposed. White students, who have
been pushing for such reforms
as the pass-fail grading system,
course-teacher
evaluation,
and
participation
in the hiring and
firing of professors
will find it
considerably
easier to gai~ their
demands
once groups
like the
Black Student Association begin
to establish their program, particularly in the course catalog.

Page THREE
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Home of the Famous
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Letter to the Editor
The
read

past

school

with interest

year,

i

have

Cowards or Heroes?
by Michael

part of the government
only
leads us to realize that we are
in the truth no better of than
the lowly peasant
living under
communism
as he is quaranteed
the .right of pursuit of happiness
and in his own eyes freedom as
we know it as long as he believes
those in nauthority
and does not
overstep
his position.
It seems
that this is the same thing that
we have in the United States today, that is so long as we support the government
then our
lives are not infringed upon but
when we protest the will of the
government
then we are forced
of the rights of a citizen and
denied the freedom we are used
to. One may find it hard to see
any difference between the Stalinistic
government
in Russia
and those governing
in Washington.
There are those of us that are
cowards, as we will fight if we·
are told to do so. We do this
because we b1elieve that if we
have to go and are able to return alive that w'e will be in a
position to rise within the far rnework of the establishment
and
to exert positive
political
and
community
pressure
to see the
law of the land changed so that
all will be able to enjoy the
freedom. of expression
enjoyed
by those blood-thirsty
unhurnanitarian
racist who act in the
. name of freedom but who desire
to see all of the people of the
world under the tyrany of American Imperialism.
Yes we are
cowards and we know that we
are right, we know this because

Dewey

the Amplifier.

When you boil it all down to a
single element the ultimate conticles that you allow to be printclusion is that many of us are
cowards.
Not in the sense that
e~. The authors of these articles
Mr. Crowley meant to imply but
are immature'
people who run
rather because we have bowed
from responsibility.
The people
to an uncompromising
idology.
that I am referring to are John
There are untolled hundreds
of
McGinley, Lloyd Little and you
young men serving time beca~se
they resisted
the draft.
These
yourself, Mike Dewey. With our
men
are
the
true
heroes
of
the
country in the situation that it is
War. They are the true individwe 'do not need your kind of deuals who have sacrificed
their
rogatory
writings.
Yes, 'We are
life, because they did not believe
to be future leaders of this counin the principle
for which the
Opinions' expressed are those of the editor and not necessarily
war
was
being
fought.
It is untry,
but
let
us
not
destroy
it
by
those of the college or student body unless the article stipulates so.
fortunate
that many people do
The editor reserves the right to exclude all material not congineal
ignorance and immaturity.
You
not spend the time to realize the
to his policy or ideology.
call yourselves
peace lovers but
punishment
these
young
men
Published
11 times during the academic year by the Associated
you are nothinng more than inStudents of the Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology,
will
face
when
they
leave
the
stigators of a possible overthrow
Butte, Montana 59701. Entered as Second Class matter on January
prisons and join the ranks' of
of
the
democracy
of
the
United
1960, at the Post Office at Butte, Montana, under the Act of March
the untold millions in nour soStates.
I want you to stop and
3, 1897, as amended.
ciety. They will face the agonthink of the young men that are
izing ordeal of being refused job
iri Vietnam right now lying in a
after job and the loneliness that
foxhole or out in a rice paddy,
comes from being singled out
dirty, muddy and scared; some
wherever
they go as undesiraof them are wounded
some are
bles. Their existance as citizens
would receive $19,400.00. That
dying, and some' of' them are
by Michael Dewey
cf our nation will be limited to
dead. Why? Because they bewould be a net increase of $5,There
is a growing concern
their pressence
as living soles,
lieve
in
what
they
are
doing.
000.00 over the past year.
on campus over the problem of
as the government
will not acThey believe that the U.S. is
There also arises a reasonable
knowledge
them as being alive.
appropriating
funds to the aththe strongest nation in the world.
question of what to do if the' deThese men will suffer for the
They 'are there so you cowards
letic department'.
The problem
partment overspends, We would
rest
of their lives for refusing to
will not have to face war. They
results from the fact that the
suggest that the budget for the
fight in a war to give another
are there so you will not have
athletic program, and in specific
yeayfollowing
the over-expendipeople the right to fteedom as
to see the enemy. of the U.S. on
football, requires the expenditure
ture be reduced by an amount
we supposedly
know it, yet the
our soil. I hope you think of
of the major part of the budget
equal to the sum of the money
reward
for
their
freedom
to
these people every night before
allocated to that sport before the
overspent plus an interest charge
you go to bed. I hope that I think and to voice their opinion
in the amount of the going bank
majority
of the students
return
not only in words but to live
will never be called a coward a
rate tO,be charged on the overto school in the fall. The Amtheir convictions, will be the decheapskate,
-a parasite,
a fr~espent capital.
plifier has never held a favorable
nial of the freedom for which
loader. I know that when there
cpinion of the concept of paying
they
were supposedly
told to
This program would allow the
is an American flag being flown
players to' play, however after a
athletic department
to prepare a
fight for. This hypocrosy on the
that I am part of it and not
year, we will admit to there being
tentive budget based on the regsomeone who is trying to dissome tangible
beneficial'. effects
istrar's records on the incoming
grace it. Before I close I want
of the new pogram, as it is presstudents for the' following year
you to consider that while you
ently beng carried out. To assist
and to purchase
the necessar;
may not be in favor of war ~
Home of the Famous
both the athletic
director
and
equipment
legally
during
the
Supper Club
be it in Vietnam or elsewhere ....:.
~
DeLUXE
SANDWICHES
the A.S.M.T.,
we propose
that
summer.
Fortunately
the past
that running
away from a re5 MILE
the athletic department
be quarathletic department
head and the
~
823
Front
sponsibility
never made a man.
anteed 600/0 of the money's debusiness manager
of the school
~
Calling an .end to war - to disrived from student activity funds.
were
not prosecuted
by the
turbance
even
in your
own
As applied to last year's budget
A.S.M.T.,
for having
illegally
small world never came about
this percentage would have yieldspent unappropriated
funds.' A
hy evadinng a duty.
ed more than the athletic proprogram
instituted
as proposed
Submitted
gram received this year in addiwould help to alleviate this probtion to the $1,000.00 special alby Mike Crowley
lem.
locaton made this spring by the
A.S.M.T.
to cover
the
over
Kremlin communists refer to the United States
spending
of the department.
If
in
discrediting
tone as a capitalistic country.
Tech were I to increase to' 1,000
students
next year and providThey seem unaware that what we have, under
ing that 800 of these were full
our
free
enterprise system, could be called "people's
time students paying the activity
fee, the? the athletic department
capitalism."
I disagree

with

some of the ar-

Athletics and appropriations
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MEMBER - ORDER OF
,THE COLDEN RULE

Millions of Americans from all walks of life,
in all parts of the country, own stocks in business or
industry. Many millions more 'own life Insurance, a
good part of which is invested in stocks and bonds.
Their 'savings accounts and pension funds also are
invested in industry.

,

People's capitalism, in which millions share. has
made America grow faster and stronger.

BARTELS
Agency
!

117N,MAIN
BUTTE

We insure anything that
is Insurable
601 Utah Ave.-Butte
PHONE 792-1288
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307 W. Park Street
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Christian

been bestowed
learned
that
Christianity

faith

I

that

has

upon us, we have
the survival
of

was' made

possible

. during the Roman pursecution by
the few cowards
that denied
Christ and' thus were allowed to
live while their friends were executed in the arenas. We cowards are not proud of the fact
that we do not have the stamina
to openly resist the draft, but
we will continue to act' within
the framework of the establishment laid down to us by our
forefathers and to use every legal
means available to resisting the
war. Though our success has
been limited, we have scored
tremendous
g a ins.
President
Nixon has publicly announced
that we will never win the war
outright in Viet Nam. We have
also managed to bring reform to
the draft boards and to advance
the freedoms of all Americans,
even the freedom of those that
call us cowards.

Kunkel-Pontioc

GMC
Best Used Cars
in Town
FOR A SQUARE DEAL
ALWAYS
.
1900 Harrison
Tel. 792-9118
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The evil of cold war
\

by Lloyd J. Little
Suddenly, thirty-one American
fighting men are blasted into
nothingness
more than
forty
miles from enemy land in an
unarmed airship blasted by
Russian-made
equipment
controlled by North Korean crews.
Hours' later, the U.S. calls in
Russian (1) ships to search the
scene for American
casualties
(and fish for remnants
of the
latest
American
technological·
advances for Russian research
and development).
Days later
the United States government
issues disclaimers
(disclaiming
knowledge, 'disclaiming plans fort
retaliation, disclaiming any pretense of hostility).
Then to cap
off the fiasco, America. grants
formal sanction to the atrocity
by sitting down to discuss the
situation with the murderers.
Thirty-one
~acrifical animals
fed into the cold war furnace sacrificial animals marched into
battle (without guns) and left
to be riddled by Soviet made
rockets.
What makes it possible? What grotesquely apologetic rationalizations are offered?
The answer: cold war. "No", we
aren't at war, just cold war. We
We tcan't retaliate, that would
be an act of war. So go ahead
and spit, boys spit on the
paper tiger which is the United
States of America spit and
kill with impunity."
And you wonder why America
must draft its armies?
There can be only one moral
answer to the act of outright,
cold blooded murder of these
American men, murder in which
the killer boasts openly of his
crime righteous
retaliation.
Retaliation with the full power

Jack and Jill

Montana's All Jet Airline

Shop

WES'fERN
INTE'RNATIONAL

47 W. Park St. - Ph. 792-6321
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of . this nation, retaliation
with
a formal declaration of war on
a specific enemy (and diplomatic
renunciation of all allies of that
enemy) .
If America fails to retaliate,
and instead continues
down a
course of compromise with selfdeclared killers (such as the Soviet Union and all its allies), this
country is doomed to suicide.
The form of this suicide will be
the bullet riddled bodies of American soldiers sold. out by their
own country (to begin with) and
international nuclear war (to end
with) - nuclear war with treacherous' puppet dictators 'which the
United States literally built by
acts of. national self~sacrifice and
bridge-building
nuclear war
which the United States could
have prevented by sane use of
power and statesmanship.
This ,country is obviously morally sick and for all practical purposes insane, if it thinks
it
can remain powerful .by selling
its own soldiers down the' river.
If this nation was "buying time"
with strategic retreats in which
men's lives were literally being
traded for time (time in which
to develop power to crush a
stronger enemy without danger
of enemy retaliation), there might
be some justification.
It appears
instead that the United States is
consciously
buying
time with
young lives in which to build
more bridges to the enemy and
thus build a stronger enemy. -But
in fact, these thirty-one men died
for no conscious motive: they
died for that purposeless vacuum
which is the foreign policy of the
most powerful nation on earth,
they died for power deprived of
mind or courage.
Do you wonder why America
must draft its armies? The answer lies in the treason which is
America's
foreign. policy: cold
war (the only kind of war which
can be waged and disowned at
the same time by a powerful
nation turned m~ral coward).

I
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DON ULRICH
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PITTSBURG
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Nothing Finer
For Your Home
845 Utah

From "Joaquin de Alba Views Violence in America (De Tocqueville's America Revisited:)" A graphic commentary by Joaquin
de Alba. Published by Acropolis Books, Washington,
D.C.
20009 (Cloth $6.95; Paper $3.95) Copyright 1959 by de Alba.
If cold war and altruism are
not eliminated as .practical means
of national diplrnacy, this nation
will end in flames of self-immolation. Judging by this most
recent fiasco and national shame,
the United States is still moving
toward. this ignominious end a nation of cowards led by cowards - a nation which buys momentary freedom from moral decisions with the lives and property of its own citizens.
Such is the downhill, blundering course of a giant beseaching
the world fat large for immunity
from moral decisions.
I t was General Douglas Mac'Arthur
(the most far-sighted,
military man of this century)
who refused to fight "cold" war
- at a time when this country
could have clearly defeated all
enemies of any other kind of
war. Besides the national loss

of the abilities of this great man
at a time. when they were most
needed, to "cold" war (and its
designers) will eventually go the
credit for international
devastation through nuclear war, when
the United States in sheets of
flame discovers that the "mellowing Stalinists" have remained
nothing but rank power lusters
out for world domination
_
rank power lusters armed largely with American industrial inventions (donated by acts of altruistic' "good-will")
and with
the conviction that. America is
the epitome of moral cowardice.
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Until the end
A Montana Tech student Tai
Min H Ul~l, recently
took' first
place .in the Class B division of
the 1969 Montana Open Chess
Tournament
in Bozeman.
Class B is for non masters
18 years of age.

over

Hum, who is a sophomore rnain engineering
science,
came to Butte from Hong Kong
in 1964. He learned to play chess
about a year and a half ago. Last
year he won the Adam J. Smith
Tournament
at Tech and this
year was winner o-f the school's
round robin tournament.

jor ing

Social service minded students

Fashion corner

,Three

Chosen for
teaching awards

Three
faculty
members
at
Montana Tech have been selected for recognition for "outstanding teaching performance"
during the 1968-69 school year, Dr.
E. G. Koch, president of Montana Tech, announced
Monday,
April 21.
Honored faculty members are
Dr. Hugh W. Dresser, associate
professor of geology; Dr. Fred
N. Earll, head, department
of
Geology, and Dr. Jack B. Goebel, head, Department of Mathematics.
For their outstanding
undergraduate
instruction,
each will
receive a plaque and a $1,000
award as part of Standard Oil
Foundation
'(Indiana)
national
program of aid to higher- education, President Koch said. The
awards will be presented at Montana Tech's Honors Convocation
May 27.
The professors
were selected
on the basis of a campus-wide
student and faculty evaluation.
The Foundation' also made an
additional
$2,000 available
to
Montana Tech for general use.
Dr. Koch said this money would
be used to purchase instructional
and research equipment.
Montana Tech is one of two
Montana colleges to receive this
grant and is one of 33 institutions of higher. learning in the
United States to be so honored.
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Spring styles for the swinging
set come in to focus now.
Jacketed culotte jumpers most1) seen in stripes and plaids are
big on the fashion scene thi;
spring along with crepe jackets
to be worn over pants or skirts.
Pinafore
dresses
are 'highlighted in flower prints. Safari
dresses in military
style have
won their way into the sports
world. The thirties look reals
in '69 with print flapper dresses
accented by fluted cape sleeves.
The shirtdress
walks into the
fashion news for the most femaled button-down
around.
Still gaining popularity, pants
are appearing for more than just
casual wear. This is the new shemale look.
Cuffed pants inn
ribbed cotton knits or crepe and.
jumpsuits
come with the now
popular
bell bottoms
and the
ever popular
liquid fit type.
Pants, like dresses are seen in na
wide array of colo-rs fabrics
plaids, stripes and prints.
'
Accessories zoom in for su~mer with geometric earrings, ear
coverups,
rope
belts,
canvas
shoulder bags with webbing trim,
crescendoe
gloves, ribbed knee
highs, plus the new stretch stocking. Calf perforated sandals skip
along with patent
shoes with
just a hint of a hig11 heel. Print
scarfs and all sorts of jewelery
accent the scene too.
Remember these fas·hions when
planning for our "M" Day activities and pull a switch on a
stitch.
What would you do if you were
a giant with four balls ? Walk tofirst base.

i~ ..~~:_~:~~~.-i

According to Hum the score
system was different from internationnal chess rules. Each competitor played exactly five games
under the rule "winner
plays
another winner and loser plays
another loser."
Clocks were not used until requested but at least 60 moves
had to be made every two hours.
The champion was determined
not by the number of games won
but by the score points accumulated according to -the strength
of each player defeated.
Hum won all five games and
totaled 15 score points.
Dr. Peter Lapiken of Missoula
was named chess champion of
Montana, and Dave Holzworth
of Helena won the Junior Class
title.

Students planning
~ummer weddings
As the summer months approach, wedding bells will be
heard for many a charming couple. Included in this lineup are
several Tech students. They are:
Collen Raye Caron, a freshman
fr0111 Butte and Patrick Alton
Wiggins of Elko, Nevada; J ennifer Jansky, a sophomore
from
Ferdig, Montana and Curt Dahlgarrd, a junior from Westby,
Montana; Sherrie Huddleston, a
sophomore from Butte and Michael Duran, a senior from Butte'
Michael
Crowley,
a freshma~
from Butte and Michele Mattasich from Whitefish, Montana;
Professor
Willard
Cox, of the
Tech. faculty, and Nancy Ann
Herzel from Urbana, Ohio; and
Mary L. Kingston, a freshman
from Butte and Gary Snyder, a
senior from Whitehall, Montana.
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BRAINS

Student

How does sex show up in
school? First of all, there is the
ONCE A NIGGER
sado-masochistic
relationship beSo you can add sexual represtween
teachers
and students.
sion to the list of causes, along
That's
plenty sexual, although
with vanity, fear and will to
the price of enjoying it is to be
power, that turn the teacher into
unaware ,of what's happening. In
Mr. Charlie.
You might also
walks the student
in his Ivy
want to keep in mind that he
League equivalent of a motorwas a nigger once himself 'and
cycle
jacket.
In
walks
the
has never really gotten over it.
the Teacher - a kind of intelAnd 'there
are more
causes,
lectual rough trade - and flogs
some of which are better deshis students with grades, tests,
cribed in sociological
than in
sarcasm and snotty superiority
psychological
terms.
Work
them
until their very brains are bleedout, it's not hard. But in the
ing. In Swinburne's England the
mean-time
what we've got on
whipped
schoolboy
frequently
grew up to be a flagellant. With' (our hands is a whole 'Iot of niggers. And what makes this parus the perversion is intellectual
ticularly grim is that the student
but it's no less perverse.
has less chance than the black
Sex also shows up in the classman man of getting out of his
room as academic subject matter.
bag. Because the student doesn't
- sanitized and abstracted, thoreven know he's in it. That, more
oughly
divorced
from feeling.
or less, it what's happening in
You get "sex education" now in
higher education.
And the reboth high school and college
sults
are
staggering.
classes: everyone determined not
For one thing damn little eduto be embarrassed, to be very up
cation takes place in the schools.
to date, very con temp. These
How could it? You can't eduare the classes for which sex, as
cate slaves you can only train
Feiffer puts it, "can be a beautithem. Or, to use an even uglier
ful thing if properly
adminisand more timely work, you can
tered."
And then, of course,
only program them.
there is still another depressing
manifesta tion of sex in the class
DANCE
OR DUNCE
rOO1)1; the "off-color"
teacher,
I like to folk dance. Like other
who keeps his class awake with
novices, I've gone to the intersniggering
sexual allusions, obsection or to the Museum and
scene titters and academic inlaid out good money in order to
nuendo. The sexuality he purveys,' it must be admitted, is at
least better than none at all.
lovingly
caress their students'
g enetals
(someday,
maybe);
What's missing from kinderhowever, it is reasonable to ask
garten
to graduate
school, is
that the ladies don't by example
honest
recogrutron
of what's
and stricture,
teach their stureally happening turned on
dents to pretend that those orawareness of hairy goodies ungans aren't
there.
As things
derneath the pettipants, the chistand now, students
are phynos and the flannels. It's not
sically castrated
or sprayed that sex needs to be pushed in
and for the very same reason
school; sex is pushed enough.
that black men are castrated in
But we should let it be, where
Georgia;
because
they're
a
it is and ilke it is. I don't insist
threat.
that ladies in junior high school
I
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as nigger

graduate
As a matter of fact,
we don't let them graduate until
they've demonstrated
thei~ willingness - over 16 years - to
remain slaves And for important
jobs, like teaching,
we make
them go through
more years,
just to make sure What I'm getting at is that we're all more or
less niggers and slaves, teachers
and students alike This is a fact
you want to start with in trying
to understand wider social phenomena,
say, politics, in our
country and in other countries.

learn how to dance. No grades,
no pr er equisites,
no separate
dining rooms; they just turn you
on to dancing. That's education.
Now look at what happens in
college A friend of mine, Milt,
recently finished a folk dance
class For his final he had to
learn things like this: "The Irish
are known for their wit and
imagination, qualities reflected in
their dances, which include the
jig, the real and the hornpipe"
INTIMIDATE
OR KILL
And then the teacher graded
Educational oppression is trickhim A, B, C, D, or F, while he
ier to fight than racial oppresdanced in front of her That's nat
sion If you're a black rebel,
even training That's an abomithey can't exile yolf; they either
nation on the face of the earth
have to intimidate you or kill
I t's especially
ironic
because
you. But in high school or colMilt took that dance class trying
lege, they can just bounce you
to get out of the academic I;Ut.
out of the fold And they do.
He took crafts for the same rea. Rebel students and renegade fason.
Great, right?
Get your
culty members get smothered or
hands in some clay? Make someshot down with devastating acthing?
Then the teacher
ancuracy. In high school, it's usnounced that a 20-pag~ term
ually the student who gets it; in
paper would be required - with
college it's more often the teachfootnotes.
er. Others get tired of fighting
At my school we even grade
and voluntarily
leave the syspeople on how they read poetry;
tem.
This
may
be a mistake
That's like grading people on
though.
Dropping out of colhow they copulate. But we do
lege, for a rebel, is a little like
it. "Tote that lamb. Lift that
going
north for a Negro. You
spondee!"
Even to discuss a
can't really get away from it so
good poem in that environment
you might as well stay and raise
is potentially dangerous because
hell.
the very classroom is contamiHow do you raise hell? That's
nated As hard as I may try, I
a whole other article But just
know that the desk, the tests, the
for a start, why not stay with
IBM cards, their own attitudes
the analogy? What have black
toward school and my own resipeople done? They have, first
due of UCLA method is turning
of all faced the fact of their
them off
slavery They've stopped kidding
Another result of student slavthemselves about an eventual reery is equally serious Students
ward in that Great Watermelon
don't get emancipated when they
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Patch in the Sky. They've organized; they've decided to get
freedom now, and they've started
taking it.
Students,
like black people,
have immense
unused
power.
They could, theoretically,
insist
on participating in their own education. They could make academic freedom bilateral. They
could teach their teachers
to
thrive on love and admiration,
rather than fear and respect, and
to lay down their we.apons. Students could discover community.
And they could learn to dance
by dancing on the IBM cards
They could make coloring books
out of the catatlogs and they
couid put the grading system in
a museum They could raze another set of walls and let education flood the streets.
They
could turn -the classroom into
where it's at - a "field of actions", as Peter Matin describes
it. And, believe it or not, they
could study eagerly and learn
prodigiously for the best of all
possible reasons
their own
reasons.
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-New York Times
Book Review
"Effective
imagery and rich
allusion make thls an impressionable and vivid writing."
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Interstate
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Back in 1946, the University
of Washington
broke a twentyfive year precedent to accept, for
a Master of Arts degree, in lieu
of the usual .research paper, a
long narrative poem entitled Of
Men and Destroyers
(published
in 1949 by Exposition Press).
Just as the critical acclaim
which greeted Of Men and Destroyers far outspread
the author's Northwestern
community,
his second book, Room in Tacoma and Other Poems, is well
on its way to establishing'-as a modern poet compared favorably to Whitman and Sandburg.
•
Room in Tacoma is in many
ways a bitter book. The setting
of the title poem, a Tacoma flophouse, is truly a nightmare world.
Yet, as ope reviewer remarks:
"True poetic fires seem to burn
most brightly in the temple of
idealism . . . This is no .funeral
song; hope animates it."
Would you believe that unbeknown
to most students
the
literary giant who' has been in
our midst for 22 years is Professor William D. Chance?
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Writing

"--has
a fine and splendid
gift for breathing life and virility into his verses, in the manner
of Whitman and Sandburg. He
is a true poet in other ways, intoxicated by the sound of words,
inventing words; drawing them'
in the some poem from the gutter, the. ancient classics, the scientific language, and the Bible."

++++++++++++++++++++++
. +*++++++++-++++t++~+++1

42 N. MAIN

Review

"--writes
with vital imagination and ill cleverly phrased
contrasts.
There
is un hidden
power and range in his wellturned phrases ...
A most enjoyable hour of poetry."

LE SAGES
ELECTRIC

0

Would you believe that the
following literary reviews were
written 'about the works of a
professor right here at Tech?
"--'s'book
consists of the
long title poem and twenty-eight
shorter
pieces, a II reflecting
much the same' kind of experience and philosophy.
They are
philosophical in aim, searching,
questioning,
strivmg to fin d
meanings beyond what the senses
teJl us. They are full of sense
of wonder, in 'spite of the disgust
with the concrete evil of the
world, optimistic and idealistic ...
From concrete filth to global illness, the poet proceeds to spiritual realization
and love and
hope. Though not in any sense
imitative, the conclusion is al111.0 S t
indistinguishable
fr 0 m
Whitman ...
Quite powerful."

-Spokesman

Miners Bank
of Montana

Call for Portraits

I)-()-()-()-()-(~

.Would you believe it?
b~ True Trueax

SERVING YOU IS OUR BUSINESS

My. dfL,(lr PIlO

pl4! .• As we.

0.11 know, +hq,rQ.

is

Q,

hQ+io~ 0.( pq,opJ~
0.(,"-0 sst
hf(! oc.. e.an .••

Who wish to dow\I·"Qt4!.

. to prot'2.c.t )'0 u,t he pe.ople..J

+he vJof'\Id.. X~ord~W'to

Intermountain

by ~vilcliY\9 Qn ASH S.ystClW\.

prt.vQ.'nt this, we Yot,Jr
leo.cl.tV'~ hQ.v~ dQ.c r'd..ttJ.. •••

STEAK HOUSE

\

/
,,/

OPEN 24 HOURS

'*

Come at Your Leisure
and Enjoy a Cup of Coffee
107 WEST BROADWAY

~ ~ ~

.

.~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

t+ Ceo. STE'ELEce., Inc.
Broadway
. 42 W.ZENITH

t

,

R dios _ Stereo ~ T.V.

I

e 792-4231-Butte

-+'-+-+-+--+-+--

~/

Richards & Rochelle

I,d

DRESS RICHT
You Can'" Afford Not To
17 N. Main
Butte
Chuck Richards, Remo Rochelle

~. If

1·1 ; !

.. .."'J.~
j :.:
~,'\

=.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 a.::

LA VE'RNE'S
FASHION CENTER

EAST PARK
PLAZA
Merchants -

~ Ellis Office Supply ~

TOLJAN ELECTRIC

ALSO
:.
ENGINEERING SUPPLIES §
::
Phone 723-8383
§
:. 129 N. Main
Butte ::
51111111111111111111111111111111111111111 - F.

§

'113 Y2 West Park St.

3100 Harrison Ave
Butte Shopping Plaza

Butte

GRAND

::

631 Utah

Tel. 723-3465

CLOTHES SHOP
MEN'S and BOYS WEAR

,

18 N. Montana St.

+++~~~~~~~~~

I

~~~~

SOUTH SIDE
HARDWARE

MARTHA'S CAFE

t

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

1803 HARRISON AVE.
Phone 792-8331

~

---§

-

::
::

YOUR BOOK
HEADQUARTERS

-

Sii.11111I1111I11111111I11111111111I1111I11

Handicraft Supplies
Tropical Fish
Model Kits
Pets and Pet Supplies
p"inting Kits
ResIn and Molds
.
.,

128 W. Park

Tel. 792-7913

-§ Ladies and Children's
§

,

- 4 Ways to ShopCharge-Cash-Lay-a-way
and Time payment

::
::

Comb it or Grow it
the way you lik-e it
Photographs Taken at

. SMITHER'S
The way you want them
128 W. Granite-Tel.

723-6926

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
,
it

()....

()....

()....

()....

1921 Harrison-Butte

()....

()....

()....

()....

()....

()....

BUTTREYS

SUBURBAN

BUTTE PLAZA -

PHONE 723-6577

Your Newest a'nd most Complete Department

Store

·
Men's

& Boys

::

-

§

Children's

Records

Women's

Foundations

'oomestics

Accessories

Sportswear

Pc Goods

~

Free Parking

HARRISON AVE.

DRISCOLL'S
PHARMACY
Dan Driscoll, Prop.

,

601 W Park-Tel.

723-3308

~

i
i
i
i
i
i
,

.,

,
I
,j
0

Charge Accounts - Lay-A-Way

Shop
1815

Butte's West Side
Health Center

59701

P. O. Box 1939, Ph. 723-5481

~

j

WEST PARK ST.

-

BROWN'S AUTO
Parts & Machine Co.

Always First Quality

:!)....

Apparel

~~

~

Butte, Montana
::
-:;:: 11111 11111 11111
11111 11111 11111 III nun IF. .

PENNEYS

-~
-r.

56-58

-

29 WEST PARK
For the Latest in Men's Apparel

Saxton's
Hobbies
•
•
.•
•
•
•

~ DIANA, HUCHES

BILL'S Me~n's Shop

~111111111111111111111111111111111 H 1111111,:

P. O. NEWS

l

=.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:
Don't Take Our Word for It
Come In and See

y

Colonial Cake ~

~

815 East Front

*+++++++++++++++++++++

Mon,tana Tech Boosters
Wein's
Maggi-Ann's
Keene's Shoe Store
,
The Hub
Trethewey's Music Box
Standard Furniture
Whitehead's
Shiners
Phil Judd's
, Newman's Bootery
Tom Kirby Appliances

••••••

~

l()....()....()....()....()....()....()....()....()~()....()J
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